Large-eddy-simulation (LES) was used to study the effects of fuel stratification on homogenous charge compression ignition (HCCI) in a personal car sized internal combustion engine. The stratified HCCI condition was generated using negative valve overlap (NVO). The study is aimed at examining how the flow, temperature and mixing behavior changes for different negative valve overlaps using LES, and also how this affects the homogenous charge compression ignition based on the results of Multi-Zone simulations using detailed chemical kinetic mechanism. The cylinder shape used was of pancake style with ethanol port fuel injection. The investigated negative valve overlap conditions were in the interval of 40, 80 and 160 CAD with the load kept constant. Different NVO leads to different ratio of dilution when the amount of intake gas and in-cylinder residual gas changes for the different cases. The amount of the injected fresh gas relative to the in-cylinder residual gas and valve timing were shown to have great impact on the gas mixing field, turbulent flows and the temperature field; consequently, this affects the ignition process. It was shown that the temperature field and mixture field are closely correlated each other. Higher temperature is associated with higher residual gas composition and leaner fuel composition; vice versa. The onset of auto-ignition is more sensitive to the temperature stratification than to the mixture stratification. It appears that the earliest ignition occurs in regions with highest temperature but leaner mixture. The latest auto-ignition occurs in regions with lowest temperature but relatively richer mixture.
